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DOMESTIC RANGE



Minimum 2m width
Minimum 1.5m projection
Maximum 6m width
Maximum 4m projection

Our iconic range if awnings are
manufactured with the UK from a
manufacturer that boasts over 100 years’
experience with the design and build of
awnings. These originated from
traditional wooden box awnings to
modern cassette awnings, with both the
option of manual or automated
retraction. We offer a selection of 3
cassettes dependant on your size
requirement using a premium finish
aluminium for a quality finish, structural
integrity and longevity. 

RETRACTABLE
AWNINGS

Manual or remote retraction
Standard 15 degree pitch
120 Fabric colours available
2 Standard frame colours

Providing shade for the ultimate
outdoor comfort...



FABRICS
We offer a selection of prestigious fabrics
available in over 120 colours, from one
complete colour to a patterned finish. This
enables you to customise the awning in
keeping with its placement and surroundings.
These fabrics are attached internally to the
cassette and retract seamlessly by use of
aluminium folding arms, creating shade
shelter or a combination of both, to its set
location. 

 

120 Fabric
options

available

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
Our range of awnings come with a
variety of additional extras, including
front valances to increase the shade
coverage. We also offer the integration
of LED Lighting, inserted within the
folding arms creating an ambient glow
from under the awning. 

Corrosion resistant,
powder coated, extrude

aluminium hardware
with stainless steel

components

Cassette frame
minimum

195mmx150mm to
maximum

177mmx250mm  

Standard frame
colours

White RAL9016
Grey DB703

Manual or
remote

operated
retraction



Minimum 3m width
Minimum 2m projection
Maximum 20m width
Maximum 6m projection

Glass or Polycarbonate Roof
Standard 8 degree pitch
Optional side walls
2 Standard frame colours

ALUMINIUM
CANOPIES
Creating functional outdoor space
no matter what the weather...

Our frames are manufactured using high-
grade T6 aluminium and finished in
either matt anthracite grey or semi-gloss
white. Our standard frame measures
110mmx110mm with the option if
increasing to a heavy duty
125mmx125mm dependant in size and
application. These feature an integrated
guttering system with downpipes
enclosed within the leg posts. Our range
of aluminium canopies are offered in
lean-to form or completely freestanding,
creating additional functional space. 



FIXED ROOF COVER
Our fixed roof coverage is comprised using
8.8mm toughened glass with the option of
exchanging to a 16mm polycarbonate. These
are pitched at a minimum of 8 degrees to
manage rainwater, directing it into the
integral guttering system. Each roof is
manufactured into panel sections which vary
in width and length dependant on the
structure’s overall dimensions. 

 

Integrated
gutter system

with downpipes

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
Our aluminium structures come with a
host of customisable options including
additional leg posts to create a
freestanding structure, side wall
enclosure in either fixed or sliding glass
panels, fixed polycarbonate panels or
aluminium inserts to personalise the
structure to your specific requirement. 

 Made in the UK and are
accredited to BS EN1090
using the best 6063-T6

grade aluminium
 

 Optional glass or
polycarbonate

fixed walls and/or
sliding glass

Standard frame
colours

White RAL 9016
Grey RAL 7016

Standard leg post
110mmx110mm

Heavy Duty
125mmx125mm



Minimum 3m width
Minimum 3m projection
Maximum 6m width
Maximum 5m projection

PVC Retractable Fabric Roof
4 Standard frame colours
4 Standard roof colours
Manually retracted

RETRACTABLE
CANOPIES
Chic Italian design that is built for
British weather...

Our range of retractable canopies offer
the unique touch of chic Italian design,
that suits the British weather. These
structures are manufactured in Italy
comprising of high-grade T6 aluminium
with a choice if either 90mmx90mm or
120mmx120mm dependant of
application. We offer a choice of 4
standard contemporary frame colours
with the option of bespoke RAL colour
available at an additional cost. Each
structure is made specific to your
requirement in either freestanding or
lean-to form. 



RETRACTABLE FABRIC
Our retractable canopies are topped with a
waterproof soltis PVC fabric, with a choice of 5
standard colours available, or your desired RAL
colour, available at an additional cost. The
fabric roof is attached to the frame by an
internal rail, retracting manually for speed and
convenience. When closed, the soltis PVC
fabric dips in periodic sections to allow for the
capture and dispersal of rainwater to each side
of the frame, offering shade and shelter
throughout the year.

 

Optional PVC
side walls or

fabric curtains

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
We offer a host of customisable extras
including all round curtains, adding to
the aesthetics of the canopy whilst
increasing the available shade. We also
offer fixed fabric walling available in a
variety of colours to match the finish of
the structure and retractable fabric
roof. 

 Manufactured in Italy 
 using high gradeT6

grade aluminium
 

 4 Soltis fabric
options, white,

champaign, grey
or dove grey

4 Standard frame
colours, smooth
dark-grey, matt

white, dove-grey or
dark-brown

Standard leg post
90mmx90mm

Heavy Duty
120mmx120mm



Minimum 3m width
Minimum 3m projection
Maximum 6m width
Maximum 5m projection

PVC Tensioned Fabric Roof
5 Standard frame colours
4 Standard roof colours
Optional gutter system

GAZEBO
CANOPIES
The traditional shade and shelter
solution with a modern twist...

These offer all weather protection without
the permanency of a heavy-duty
structure, making them the ideal choice
for covering a hot tub or outdoor dining
set. Each structure is constructed using a
lightweight yet robust T6 aluminium
frame with leg posts measuring
100mmx100mm to its tented roof. We
offer a choice of 4 warming frame colours,
with the option to have finished in a
unique RAL colour, at an additional cost.
The frame is attached to the ground
using internal 3 bolt fixing plates, creating
a firm anchored structure.



TENSIONED FABRIC
The tented roof pays homage to the
traditional gazebo style, with robust
aluminium supports to add structural integrity
and wind resistance. The structure is topped
with a stretched PVC membrane which comes
in a range of 4 colours, mimicking the frame
colour or adding a contrast dependant on your
taste. The overall height is determined on the
length and width of the structure, this will be
demonstrated within your quotation. 

 

Optional PVC
side walls or
sliding glass

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
We offer a variety of accessories to
compliment your canopy, including
sliding glass wall enclosures or
transparent PVC walls, protecting you
from the outside elements. Each
structure is built bespoke to your
requirements with the ability to
incorporate a unique RAL to both the
frame and roof, at an additional cost.

 Manufactured in Italy 
 using high gradeT6

grade aluminium
 

 4 Soltis fabric
options, white,

champaign, grey
or dove grey

5 Standard frame
colours, smooth

dark-grey smooth
white, matt white,
dove-grey or dark-

brown

Standard leg post
100mmx100mm
entrance height

2500mm



Minimum 3m width
Minimum 3m projection
Maximum 6m width
Maximum 5m projection

PVC Tensioned Fabric Roof
5 Standard frame colours
4 Standard roof colours
Optional gutter system

LUXURY
CANOPIES
Live the luxury outdoor life with
the ultimate peace and tranquility...

Our luxury canopy range comprise of a
130mmx130mm high-grade T6
aluminium frame with an integral
guttering system enclosed within the
roof, collecting and filtering rainwater via
downpipes hidden within the leg posts.
The structure is fixed to the ground using
internal bolt down footings which the leg
posts fix onto, supporting the structure
without being visible. To add to the luxury
finish, we offer a choice of 4 stylish frame
colours or a unique RAL colour at an
additional cost. 



LUXURY FEATURES
The roof is constructed of 30mm sandwich
board panels containing a mixture of
aluminium, polyurethane and steel, creating
optimum shelter and reducing exterior sound.
The ceiling is hung below the roof using
tensioned soltis fabric, available in a range of
colours, incorporating the structures white
glow lighting, adding to the internal ambiance
of the canopy. Optional sound absorption
panels can be utilised to reduce external
acoustics for the ultimate peace and serenity. 

 

Optional sliding
glass walls and

RGB LED
lighting

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
Our luxury canopies boast a range of
options including enclosing the
structure with fixed or sliding glass
panels, and increasing the ambience 
 by exchanging the white light glow to
an integrated RGB LED multi-colour
lighting system, with a spectrum of
colours depending on your mood or
desired setting. 

 Manufactured in Italy 
 using high gradeT6

grade aluminium
 

30mm Sandwich
panel roofing

made from
aluminium,

polyurethane,
steel. 

Standard leg post
130mmx130mm
entrance height

2400mm

4 Standard frame
colours, smooth
dark-grey, matt

white, dove-grey or
dark-brown



2.4mx2.4m 4 post
3mx3m 4 post
3mx4m 5 post
3mx6m 7 post

White PVC coated fabric
100% Waterproof/UV proof
5 year guarantee
Optional fabric side walls

TIMBER
CANOPIES
Robust timber structures with a
hint of elegance...

Choosing the right timber structure can
often prove difficult, taking into
consideration structural integrity,
longevity and required maintenance.
With this in mind we've selected our
chosen manufacturer to combine these
factors, in line with our prestigious range
to not compromise on our business’s
product line quality. These are erected
using 94mmx94mm pressure treated
wood, creating a robust frame that is
protected from the elements. 



FABRIC ROOF
The structures or topped with a tented
premium fabric, which are fully UV and water
resistant, creating the necessary weather
protection, without the need of continued
maintenance or regular resurfacing. Our
standard roof is finished with a fixed white
fabric, with the option to integrate clear fabric
windows to allow for a natural flow of sunlight,
from under the canopy. 

 

Rafter corners
extend 300mm

THE UNIQUE TOUCH…
We offer a range of accessories to
customise your wooden canopy. These
include fabric side walls, windowed
side walls, windowed roof and side
banisters. We are here to listen to your
requirements and form a canopy that
suits your desires and budget. 

 Manufactured in UK
using pressure treated
timber and 304 grade
stainless steel fixings 

 

Optional PVC side
walls available at
an additional cost

 

5 Standard frame
colours, smooth

dark-grey smooth
white, matt white,
dove-grey or dark-

brown

Standard white PVC
coated fabric roof
with another 40

colours available at
an additional cost.



SITE SURVEY
We recommend ALL purchasers take
advantage of our experience by opting
for, and arranging, a site survey with
us. The information given by us and
gained by you, enables you to
purchase your desired product with
utmost confidence, ensuring all
aspects of the project are taken into
consideration. Site survey is available
at an additional cost of £175 inc VAT
and recommended in advance of
purchase. 

 

WHY CHOOSE US
We have over 20-years experience specialising in a
range of bespoke covered solutions. Our aim is to
offer a ‘one call, does it all’ approach by creating
functional outdoor space that is aesthetically
pleasing, whilst ensuring the key elements of safety
and longevity. We work closely with our clients to
gather their specific requirements and tailor a
package that enables one team to administer the
job, from the ground upwards. 

SUPPLY ONLY
We offer a supply only service with clear and
precise fitment instructions to guide you within the
build process. We offer a fully comprehensive
fitment service across the whole of the mainland
UK, with pricing determined by your chosen
product versus the work required, to ensure a
compliant fitment, in line with the manufacturers
wind and snow load specification. 

DELIVERY
Delivery is available free of charge within a 50-mile
radius of our Huntingdon based head office.
Additional charges will be applied outside this
radius and outlined within your quotation. Should
you opt for fitment, any additional delivery charged
will be absorbed within the quotation. 

INSTALLATION
Our team of fitters have over 20 years combined
experience within the shade and shelter industry
from smaller domestic projects to large scale
commercial projects. Fitment is administered via
our trading company APPS Contracting and is
calculated based on your chosen product versus
the work required to administer the installation, in
line with the manufacturer’s requirements.

HERE TO HELP
Our team of product specialist are here to guide
you through the purchase process, ensuring you
select the right product to meet your requirements.
Should you have any questions, please contact us
on 0330 053 4080 or email
enquiries@appscontracting.com





0330 053 4080
www.appscanopies.co.uk

CALL US TODAY
YOUR PROJECT STARTS HERE


